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Key messages

 Improving the competitiveness of enterprises is essential if the Union is to
deliver on its Europe 2020 priorities of smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth.

 Around 99% of businesses in Europe are SMEs. SMEs are the backbone
of our economy and a key driver for growth, innovation and employment.

 Before mentioning financial support, it is important to mention the effort
undertaken at EU level to simplify the legislative environment in which
businesses operate.

 Initiatives like opening the access to public procurement or fighting late
payments are of key importance.

 As for the budget, strong efforts have been done in the preparation of the
2014-2020 Multi-annual Financial Framework, to open EU programmes to
SMES. They relate to simplification of rules and as well to the design of
new dedicated schemes like Horizon 2020’s SME instrument.

 For the first time, one programme is dedicated to the creation and growth
of SMEs. This is COSME.

 COSME addresses four significant difficulties faced by European SMEs:

o Access to Finance

o Access to Markets
o Improving the framework conditions
o Entrepreneurship

Lesson-learnt and next steps
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Speaking Points EIB VP Dario Scannapieco 

Public Hearing on EU budget and SMEs European Parliament 

15 July 2015 

  

Good morning ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased to have the opportunity to 

talk to you about financial support for SMEs in the EU. 

From the time you woke up this morning until you joined today’s session, you 

are likely to have come across several of the more than 21m SMEs in the EU: 

you may have taken your breakfast served by a small bakery shop; if you 

used some apps on your smartphone, they were likely developed by a young 

entrepreneur; and if you drove by car, several of its components have been 

manufactured by SMEs. 

Europe’s SMEs employ nearly 90 mn people, providing two out of three jobs 

in the private sector and contributing to the economy with almost EUR 

3.7trillion1. Nonetheless, the problem of SMEs’ access to finance is 

recognised as a structural EU market imperfection. Among the main 

consequences of such deficiency there are the high costs of providing finance 

to SMEs and the asymmetry of information between SME borrowers and their 

financiers. 

In Europe, this financing gap is exacerbated by the over-reliance of SMEs 

on debt financing from banks. Data of the BACH database2 show that bank 

debt accounts for more than 20% of SMEs’ balance sheets, twice the level of 

large companies. This figure is much higher in the more vulnerable EU 

economies or in those with a less developed financial system. 

Banks’ lending to SMEs was considerably impacted by the crisis. When 

banks started reducing their risk-bearing capacity, their financial support to 

SMEs dropped immediately and it was available only at a higher cost.  The 

                                                      
1
 More than half of the total. 

2
 The BACH database compiled by Banque de France is the most reliable source of available data 

containing balance sheet and profit and loss data for European non-financial companies. 
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ECB SAFE surveys3 confirmed this declining trend in SME financing and 

recorded major divergences among the various Member States. 

Dedicated policy measures can address such structural financing gap. The 

current European responses are developed on two major axis: 

 Mitigate the risks that currently preclude banks from lending more (for 

example through Risk Sharing and Guarantees Mechanisms), and 

 Revitalise the Equity financing and, in general, developing new sources 

of finance alternative to the banking one. In this last respect the Capital 

Markets Union, which aims at reaching a full integration of EU capital 

markets, is a key initiative to limit the high dependence of SMEs on 

bank funding. 

Both of these sets of measures need to be implemented simultaneously since 

in the short run the EU financial system will remain strongly bank-centric. 

 

We are all well aware that the ECB has been implementing since 2010 a 

series of non-standard monetary policy measures. Unprecedented amounts 

of liquidity have been injected into the Euro-area banking system, with a 

twofold objective: to avoid a systemic liquidity risk and to indirectly support 

financial intermediaries' credit activity. However the need for strengthening 

the balance sheets of the banks still persists and it characterizes the banking 

lending strategy in this tightened regulatory environment. 

To address this issue and reduce the capital consumption of banks' lending 

activity, many public guarantee and risk-sharing schemes have been put in 

place over the past few years, both at the EU and national levels. Frequently 

they also try to involve the private sector in order to maximise their impact. 

Moreover, public schemes need to be well designed so as to effectively reach 

target groups.  In this respect, the conclusions of the 2014 report by the 

                                                      
3
 ECB Survey on the access to finance of enterprises (SAFE). 
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Vienna Initiative Working Group on Credit Guarantee Schemes4 - that there is 

a substantial need for SME credit guarantees in CESEE countries – are also 

relevant for the rest of Europe. 

  

Allow me now to present what the EIB Group is currently doing in order 

to support SMEs. 

 

The EIB Group continues to play an important counter-cyclical role in support 

of European SMEs by offering SME finance, risk sharing, guarantees, equity 

and quasi-equity finance through a wide range of intermediaries. 

In 2014, the EIB Group delivered a record level of SME finance of more 

than EUR 25 bn. We supported around 285,000 micro-enterprises, SMEs 

and midcaps with new finance under the form of intermediated loans, risk 

sharing, guarantees and equity commitments, thus helping to sustain 

over three and a half million jobs. 

 

Specifically, the EIB Group has built up a considerable experience around 

two important policy instruments addressing the market gaps I just 

mentioned: Risk Sharing Mechanisms and Venture Capital (VC) 

Investments. 

In a macro context in which banks are reluctant to lend, credit guarantee 

schemes (CGS) are a widely used direct policy instrument to ease SME 

access to finance5. Some of them help closing the financing gap by 

substituting collateral provided by a borrower with credit protection provided 

by an external guarantor. Others provide capital relief to lending institutions 

on which basis they can extend more loans. As such, they can be particularly 

                                                      
4
 Working Group on Credit Guarantee Schemes in Central, Eastern and South Eastern Europe established in 

2009 under the Vienna Initiative. 
5
 OECD 2013: SME and Entrepreneurship Financing: The Role of Credit Guarantee Schemes and Mutual 

Guarantee Societies in supporting finance for small and medium-sized enterprises. 
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effective for new, innovative and risky SMEs that cannot provide collateral 

and whose risk profile implies high capital consumption. 

Loan guarantee programmes have substantially expanded in recent years as 

a consequence of the policy responses to the crisis. Just to give you an idea, 

recent estimates by the OECD on 14 EU Member States, indicate an 

underestimated amount of around EUR 200 billion provided to such schemes 

during 2007-2013, capable of generating a tenfold of financing to SMES. 

  

As a fundamental part of the EIB Group, the European Investment Fund (EIF) 

acts as a major institutional investor in Europe supporting venture capital and 

guarantee instruments. It manages, besides own funds, EIB resources as 

well as third party ones, including the EU Commission. 

 

Among the many products managed by EIF impacting directly on SME 

lending, it is worth mentioning: 

 The EU SME Guarantee Facility (SMEG) under the Competitiveness 

and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) in the 2007-2013 

programming period. The CIP SMEG has so-far generated over EUR 

19bn in SME loans for more than 367,000 SMEs. 

 The Loan Guarantee Facility under COSME and the InnovFin SME 

Guarantee Facility under Horizon 2020 in the current programming 

period. 

 In 2014 alone, EIF provided guarantee commitments of over EUR 1.6 

bn, which will unlock over EUR 5.6 bn of new SME finance. 

 As noted in the EBA 2014 securitization risk report6, risk sharing 

methodologies distinguish between vertical risk sharing – where a 

guarantee scheme shares up to a certain percentage the entire risk with the 

                                                      
6
 EBA 2014, EBA report on securitization risk retention, due diligence and disclosure. 

tel:2020
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intermediary finance provider – and horizontal risk sharing. In the latter 

case, the exposure risk on SME portfolios is split into different tranches 

according to the different risk absorption capacity of public support and 

private investors. The use of public support funds towards the highest risk 

tranches of SME loan portfolios has shown to be a very powerful tool to 

leverage scarce public resources towards the intended target groups. 

Securitisation structures are a prime example of vertical risk-sharing and 

albeit slow to take off, the EIB Group remains committed to support this 

challenging market both as direct investor and by providing guarantees for 

third party investors. Last year, the EIB Group invested and guaranteed 

nearly EUR 2.5 bn in SME portfolio securitisations in Spain, Italy, Germany 

and Poland. Here I would like to repeat a message frequently conveyed by 

many central banks, including the ECB. An effective financial system needs a 

well-designed securitisation sector. If we compare the size of the 

securitisation in the EU and the US, we can see how much room for 

improvement is there. And this is a real pity since during the crisis the EU 

ABS sector has not suffered as much as the US one did, simply because the 

operations were structured in a safer way. 

 

Another effective example of a guarantee approach is the recently 

launched SME Initiative, which entails an innovative use of European 

Structural and Investment Funds and EIB Group resources to guarantee 

different portfolio risks. The SME Initiative is currently successfully being 

rolled out in Spain and Malta with several other Member States showing 

renewed interest. 

 

Moving to equity, another crucial area for SMEs is the VC market. The 

European equity market experienced a severe crash in the financial crisis, 

from which it has not yet recovered. In particular the VC segment remains 
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subdued and data show that EU fundraising accounts to only 14% of the US7 

one. In Europe, both amounts and number of funds are still half of their level 

in the pre-crisis years8. 

The challenging VC fundraising environment has also produced a change in 

the investors base. According to EVCA, government agencies accounted in 

2014 to 35% of total fundraising. While this trend, which has been going on 

for the past few years, is not commendable in the longer run, the presence of 

government agencies remains crucial at this juncture. 

In 2014, EIF invested a record EUR 1.7 bn in both VC and private equity 

funds, catalysing over EUR 8.2 bn of additional resources from the private 

sector. EIF commitments represented in 2014 about 14% of total VC 

fundraising in Europe with EIF estimated to have invested in about half of all 

VC funds launched in the year.  

With investments channelled through more than 500 equity funds, and an 

outstanding equity commitment of EUR 9 bn (mobilising more than 45 bn), 

EIF continued building a sustainable and well-functioning European venture 

capital and private equity market, fulfilling its objective to support European 

entrepreneurship and innovation.  

  

Final Remarks 

A final word on the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI): the 

financing component of the so-called “Junker Plan”. Financed with EUR 

21bn9, EFSI aims at reviving investments in strategic projects around Europe 

to ensure that money reaches the real economy. EFSI should unlock 

additional investment of at least EUR 315bn over the next three years and it 

foresees new provisions for SMEs and mid-caps. A specific EUR 5bn SME-

                                                      
7
 Thomson, EVCA. 

8
 In 2014, PE investment grew to nearly EUR 42 billion reaching some 6,000 enterprises. However, the VC 

market, which is the segment that really nurtures Europe’s new entrepreneurial growth initiatives, represents 
only a minor share of less than 10% for an amount of EUR 3.6 billion. 
9
 EUR 16bn from the EU budget and EUR 5bn from the EIB’s own reserves. 
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dedicated window will be implemented via EIF to provide financial support 

that will be additional to the standard EIF activity delivered under existing 

programmes. The EFSI SME Window will be funded with: EUR 2.5 billion 

provided by EIB at its own risk, and dedicated to risk capital investments and 

EUR 2.5 billion provided by the EIB (but fully guaranteed by the EU under 

EFSI) supporting different product lines. 

It is expected that the EFSI SME Window would mobilise some EUR 77 

billion of investments impacting c.a. 185.000 SMEs and small mid-caps. 

 Thank you for your attention.  
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First Session: “EU financial support for SMEs: Lessons learnt” 

 

Statement UEAPME Vice-President Ulrike Rabmer-Koller 

 

Dear Mr Muresan, 

Dear honourable Members of the European Parliament, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

First, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to speak on behalf of UEAPME, the European 

Association of Crafts and SMEs, at your hearing today. Access to finance is one of the most 

important concerns of smaller companies all over Europe and I think our discussion today can 

contribute to make the financial support of the EU for SMEs even more targeted. 

We all know that the financial resources at European level are limited and therefore, it should be in 

our common interest to use them as effective as possible. 

As we have already heard, the European Institutions and the national intermediaries have recently 

started to implement the new financial support programmes for SMEs, which have been designed for 

the period 2014 -2020 and the 20 million of SMEs all over Europe have high expectation on these 

programmes. Of course, we will only be able to assess the success of the programmes after having 

made some experiences. However, I think it may be very helpful, if all parties involved in the 

implementation of these programmes should know from the beginning, what SMEs need and expect. 

Both will allow your budgetary committee a better fine-tuning of the programmes, when it comes to 

the annual decisions about the distribution of money. 

Please allow me during my first statement to touch on the most important concerns UEAPME has as 

regards the current European financial support programmes for SMEs: 

 To start with a more general statement: We as UEAPME prefer the provision of guarantees to 

support financing of SMEs compared to the provision of grants or subsidised loans. This is for 

two reasons: First, guarantees have a much higher leverage effect, which allows more impact 

with the same amount of taxpayers’ money and second, guarantees are much less distortive for 

competition than grants and subsidies. 
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Before I will come to my more specific points, I would like to remind us that SMEs are a very 

heterogeneous group. Indeed, 92 % of the more than 20 Million SMEs are micro enterprises with 

less than 10 employees and 50% of them have no employees at all. The majority of SMEs are 

classical family businesses and neither frontrunner in innovation nor eager to grow into 

multinationals. Therefore, we have to be aware that different types of SMEs have different financial 

needs, different problems and need different solutions and support measures.  

 For the majority of micro and small enterprises, access to normal bank lending is crucial. They 

need loans to finance their daily business and normal investments. Here, guarantee schemes 

play an important role, in case a business owner cannot provide enough collateral on his own.  

European programmes like CIP in the past or now COSME are helpful, but we have to be aware 

that the volume of these programmes will never be sufficient to cover all justified financial needs 

of SMEs. Therefore, we as UEAPME pushed to make it easier to use the European Structural 

and Investment Funds (ESIF) for financial instruments and we succeeded to a certain extent. DG 

REGIO told us recently they expect that 30 billion of these funds will be used to support SME 

finance. This is close to ten times the amount available in COSME and Horizon 2020 for the 

period until 2020. 

We know that it is still quite complicated for SMEs to access these funds and therefore, we fully 

support Commissioner Cretu, responsible for regional policy, in her efforts to facilitate further the 

use of those Funds for SMEs. 

Furthermore, and this is very important now, we succeeded with our demand for a specific SME 

finance pillar in the famous European Investment Plan. With this additional financial instrument 

the EIF(European Investment Fund) will be able to triple the volume of finance to SMEs 

supported by the other European Programmes.  

Finally, thanks to the decision of the European Investment Bank to frontload this instrument 

before the EFSI regulation enters into force, the European Investment Fund is already now able 

to use the first tranches from this Juncker Plan. This makes the EIF able to continue the support 

of national guarantee providers, after the whole budget for 2015 from COSME and Horizon 2020 

was already spent during the first months of the year. 

 The second point I would like to make is that we see even more problems for those SMEs, which 

want to finance riskier projects like start-ups, innovation or the transfer of their company to a 

family successor. Such projects include more risk than most of the banks are willing or able to 

take on their books and too many of these projects cannot be realised because of lack of finance. 

Therefore, SMEs urgently need support instruments which can take more risks than involved in 

classical loans and which are provided by many of the traditional guarantee schemes. 
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Therefore, UEAPME lobbied during the last years for better support for mezzanine finance 

instruments like subordinated loans or participating capital. Such instruments can now be 

supported by COSME, Horizon 2020 and by European Structural and Investment Funds. 

However, it will depend on the demand from national or regional intermediaries, if these new 

possibilities are used. 

 

This leads me to the following four core recommendations for further improvements of EU financial 

support instruments for SMEs: 

1. In order to ensure that EU support programmes are taken-up in the interest of SMEs, the 

European Institutions have to reduce the bureaucratic burdens related to financial support 

programmes at all levels: for financial intermediaries, for banks and for SMEs. 

2. Differences in the economic situation, the structure of SMEs and the institutional set-up in 

different Member States require different solutions. Therefore, the European Programmes 

have to be kept as flexible as possible to respond to the different needs from different 

countries. 

3. The most pressing needs for SMEs are access to finance for innovation and investments. 

Therefore, support programmes should focus on long term finance and on financial 

instruments able to bear risks and should be recalibrated when necessary. 

4. Budgetary Committee should recognise that loan and mezzanine guarantee instruments 

have a much higher leverage effect than grants or direct equity investments and should 

respect the aspect when deciding about budget distribution between instruments. 

 

I would like to thank you again for the opportunity to present the concerns and needs of SMEs to 

your Committee and I look forward to an interesting discussion.  

Thanks for your attention. 

 

 

07.07.2015 



Financing SMEs in Europe
Dr Neil Lee
Director, MSc in Local Economic Development



Key points

• Our systematic review of access to finance suggested it has a
positive impact on firm performance (debt > equity)

• But not all firms deserve finance - support should focus on
those with systemic benefits

• Innovative firms find it harder to access finance - but are
most important to the economy

• Demand is important, not just supply – firms don’t trust the
banks

• Geography matters – innovative firms in peripheral region
are doubly disadvantaged



Access to finance as a barrier



Lessons learnt & obstacles
from the growth entrepreneurial
perspective

Taneli Tikka
15.7.2015



My point of view

• 16 rounds of Venture Capital raised to startups as part of
the entrepreneurial team

• I have made around 15 investments as a business angel

• Member of the Steering Group for Finland’s accelerator
program, Vigo, since 2009



Success cases to look at

• UK’s Tech City / Tech Nation is impressive

• Finland’s Vigo accelerator program has done rather well
with high growth SMEs

• For an outside perspective: Singapore is good case study
on how to accelerate SMEs in a private / public
partnership



Challenges

• Budgetary means are a powerful tool, however they don’t
represent the entire applicable toolset. R&D Grants and the like
have a limited real impact.

• Taxation and various regulation around it has a huge effect.
Opportunity is in how to harmonize this EU-wide?

• In truth many good goals of the EU drive forward
entrepreneurship and SMEs: the European single market,
copyright legislation that is fully up to date with the modern
digital age, and other harmonization.



The grand challenge

• It’s an issue not in truth solved by money alone

• Scarcity of resources and being frugal are important elements in
how innovation happens and SMEs get to a growth track

• Private drive and willingness to invest, take risks and drive forward
these cases is at the center stage. Opportunity is in how to
cultivate and encourage this drive to happen and come forward?

• Europe would shine if our “home market” was equally dynamic and
accessible to SMEs as the US market is for US companies.



Thank You! Taneli Tikka, +358407719828, taneli.tikka@tane.li



Horizon 2020's
SME Instrument
Looking for Europe's next innovation leader

The instrument is structured in three phases, with the aim of transforming disruptive ideas 
into concrete, innovative solutions with a European and global impact.

SMEs are recommended to apply for Phase 1, but may also apply directly  for subsequent phases:

PHASES

ISBN: 978-92-9202-126-9
Catalog number: EA-01-14-596-EN-C

DOI: 10.2826/35341
© European Union 2008 – 2014

*Up to €5 million for health projects.

ec.europa.eu/easme/sme@H2020SME

As part of the Horizon 2020 programme, the 
European Commission is selecting potentially 
disruptive businesses to invest in and support as part 
of the SME Instrument. SMEs with a strong growth 
potential and the ambition to become world-market 
leaders could receive up to €2.5 million* in funding, 
and world-class business support and mentoring.

Who should apply?
We are looking for high growth, 

highly innovative SMEs with global 
ambitions. You should be actively 

investing in innovation, and looking to 
grow. You should have been 

established for a while – further than 
the start-up stage.

Concept & Feasibility Assessment
Idea to concept (6 months)

The SME will draft an 
initial business proposal.

The European Union will provide 

€50 000 in funding 
and business coaching.

Demonstration, Market Replication, R&D
Concept to Market-Maturity (1-2 years)

The SME will further develop its proposal 
through innovation activities, and 

draft a more developed business plan.

The EU may contribute between 
€0.5 million and €2.5 million* 

and provide business coaching.

Commercialisation
Prepare for Market Launch

The SME will receive extensive support to help polish 
its concept into a marketable product, and have 

access to networking opportunities.

The EU will not provide funding in this phase.

Projects sought
Projects at the technology readiness level 6 or 
higher (technology demonstration) have the best 

chances to receive funding.
TRL1

Basic Technology
Research

TRL6
Technology

Demonstration

TRL7 TRL8 TRL9
System Launch

& Operation

operation / production phase

EASME



ACCESS EU FUNDING

GRASP EU RULES

M A K E 
I N T E R N AT IO N A L 

CO N N EC T I O N S

BRING YOUR 
INNOVATIONS 

TO MARKET

 50
countries

more 
than

offices over
4 continents

WE CAN HELP YOU DO BUSINESS IN:
Europe
Middle East
Asia
Africa
North America
Latin America

WE HAVE SPECIALISTS IN:

European legislation

EU standards

Technology transfer

Access to finance

CE marking & VAT

 × 4500
local experts

Our results: 

We help SMEs to: 

Who we are: 

een.ec.europa.eu

Enterprise
and Industry

The way to
new markets: 
Enterprise Europe Network

We can help you ! 

SMEs receiving
support for financing their 
projects since 2008  

EU & business questions
answered each year  

Expressions of interest in 
EU SMEs since 2008

1125 5 00000

76 6 00000

250 0 00000

97
8-

92
-9

20
2-

12
0-
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 There is a contact point  near 
you. Visit our website :

× 600

This poster is published by Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises. Neither the European 
Commission, the EASME or other European institutions nor any person acting on their behalf is responsible for the 
use which might be made of the information contained herein or for any errors, which, despite careful preparation 
and checking, may appear. The views in this publication are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the 
official position of the EASME, the European Commission or other European institutions.
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DRIVING ENTERPRISE | DELIVERING JOBS



We create opportunities
Connecting innovative Irish
companies to global customers

Investing €87 million in science
and technology infrastructure and research

Introducing investors to
expanding companies

WE DRIVE EXPORTS
of Irish companies

TO DELIVER JOBS

AND PROSPERITY
IN IRELAND



Enterprise Ireland the Numbers

€18+bn

Total Client Exports

5,000 Companies
Working with 1000 Clients actively per
annum

1 in 6
Jobs in the economy
linked to EI client
impact

€20+bn

Total Client Spend in
Ireland

€36bn

Total Client Sales

100+
High Potential Start-ups
invested in each year

32
Overseas Office
Locations

180,072
Total No. Employed

300,000+
Total Jobs Impact



Who we work with…

Entrepreneurs
starting companies

with an ability to
compete in world

markets

Ambitious co’s
with the ability to
scale & achieve

significant
success

Manufacturing &
Internationally

Traded services
companies
employing

ten or more

Irish-based
food and natural

resource companies that are
overseas owned or

controlled

High Potential
Start-ups

Scaling

Established

SME’s
Multinationals

Potential

Exporters

Established SME’s
currently focussed on
the domestic market

who have the ambition
to export

Developing links with Irish
enterprise, MNCs to support

research collaboration,
commercialisation of publicly
funded research, and access

to Horizon 2020, ESA

Research
Community



Increase number of start-ups & those that achieve scale

Help Irish companies develop a competitive edge

Drive scale at all stages with exports as a key engine of growth

Establish competitive positions in technology,
new sectors, and high growth markets.

START

Strategic Objectives

INNOVATE

SCALE

ANTICIPATE



Our Supports
• FUNDING – to support growth
• EXPORT ASSISTANCE – to develop international sales
• MARKET-LED RESEARCH & INNOVATION – to develop

competitive edge
• MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTS – to develop

leadership skills
• INTERNATIONAL INTRODUCTIONS to global buyers &

partners – to open doors of opportunity for Irish companies in
global markets

• SUPPORT THE CREATION OF THE OPTIMAL BUSINESS
ECO-SYSTEM – for Irish business to thrive



Start Up Grants and Supports

• HPSU Feasibility Grant
• Innovation Vouchers
• New Frontiers
• Competitive Feasibility

Fund
• Mentor Grant

• Excel at Export Selling
• International Selling

Programme
• Access Silicon Valley

Programme
• Accelerated Growth

Programme



Direct Start Up Investment

• Innovative HPSU
– 100+ annually
– First time and follow

on equity investment
– Funding a business

plan
– Terms and conditions
– Co-funded and

private sector led

• Competitive Start Fund
(2011)

• 80+ annually
• Milestones
• €10k equity for 10%
• To increase quality and

number of HPSU
• Competitive Calls



Fund Equity Investment
• Need to support the creation of

funds to leverage private capital
to fund EI clients

• Diversity of stage, experience
and specialisation

• Increased State Participation in
VC

– 14% in 2007 to over 40% in
2013

• Global environment
• Relative performance of

EU VC as an asset class
• Move to later stage

• EU Market failure is common
– Need to ‘crowd-in’



Indirect Start Up Investment

• Seed and Venture
Capital Schemes
– Investing since the mid

1990’s
– Pari Passu and leverage
– The “Double

Commitment” clause
– Sector and stage

diversity
• SEED

• Innovation Fund
Ireland
– Market diversification

and internationalisation

• Development Capital
Scheme (Established)
– €2m to €10m plus

• HALO Business Angel
Network



Indirect Start Up Investment

• Seed and Venture
Capital Schemes
– Investing since the mid

1990’s
– Pari Passu and leverage
– The “Double

Commitment” clause
– Sectoral and stage

diversity
• SEED

• Innovation Fund
Ireland
– Market diversification

and internationalisation

• Development Capital
Scheme (Established)
– €2m to €10m plus

• HALO Business Angel
Network



The European Context

• Horizon 2020

• InnovFin
– SME Guarantee
– SME Venture Capital

• Intermediaries

• European Investment
Fund (EIF)
– European Angel Fund

• Evaluation Metrics



Contact Details

Garrett Murray
Senior Investment & Policy

Advisor/Manager Government Relations

Telephone: +353 (0) 1 7272815
garrett.murray@enterprise-Ireland.com
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 Trends in Corporate Banking

 Introduction to FINPOINT

 Key Requirements from a User Perspective

 Technical features & Platform Structure

 How it Works – Overview

 How it Works – Matchmaking

 How it Works – Advisors

 User Group Benefits

 User Targeting

 FINPOINT in 2015
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Impaired SME access to finance requires modern technology solutions to enable better
transparency and a concentrated, efficient process to reach out to financing institutions:

 In the aftermath of the financial crisis, stronger regulatory stringency has increasingly pressured banks in respect of
higher capital requirements, higher process complexity in risk and compliance management and more stringent risk
modelling. As a result, most banks have had to adopt strategies focusing on a significantly improved cost/risk ratio in
their loan business.

 SME financing has suffered significantly as a result from not only the increased burdens in bank capital required, but also
regulatory risk assessment and, above all,  processing costs. In the SME segment, traditional financing through bank
branch networks has been significantly impeded due to high cost burdens.

 As a result, SME financing requires a significant improvement in processing efficiency and standardisation to balance the
increased burden of doing business. More and more SME’s are looking for internet-based funding, where alternative
lending methods dominate.

 FINPOINT has addressed these issues and is offering an efficient, structured platform that enables major improvements
in the loan application and evaluation process and combines both traditional, institutional and alternative lenders.

Trends in Corporate
Banking
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Introduction

 Innovative internet based SME financing & matchmaking platform

 Market-standard process with dataroom, data release and matchmaking between SME’s and financial institutions
within a closed platform solution

 Addresses three user groups: Companies, Advisors and Lenders

 Tailored to the needs and requirements of the targeted user groups

 Providing systematic access to finance connected with access to SMEs

 No lending by FINPOINT itself

 Multilingual, Cross border matchmaking

 Currently operating in Germany, UK, Austria, Palestine

 IT-innovation award winner Germany 2012

 Best of IT-innovation award 2015

Who We Are / What We Do
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Web-based, pan-European platform available in all relevant languages;
minimal registration requirements but stringent verification.

Including all customary financing types including asset-based lending (e.g.
leasing, factoring).

Includes a secure data room with all relevant financial data; conforms to
standard financial industry procedures including non-disclosure agreement.

Based on secured data protection, initial anonymity and SME-controlled
release of data. Low entry barriers.

High process efficiency: effective screening and filtering via individual
eligibility criteria.

Key User Requirements

Broad Range of Functions & Features Based on User Feedback

Ease of Financial Matchmaking

Broad Instrument Coverage

Financial Industry Standards

SME Acceptance

Lenders Acceptance

1

2

3

4

5

5
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Logical and intuitive structure with guided approach easy help functions.
Ability to control data and include remote support from SME’s own tax

advisors, auditors.

SSL-encrypted access; High security inner-European hosting centre; up-to-
date data privacy measures

Robust plausibility checks and a check-list approach to
data entry with progress and quality indicators. System feedback on financing

project viewings, indications of
interest and rejections.

Financing requests posted to be visible to a broad range of Lenders,
facilitating the best possible “reach” for SMEs within a cross-border system.

Key User Requirements

Broad Range of Functions & Features Based on User Feedback

Ease of Use

Data Security

Structured Access to Finance

Broadest Possible Reach

6

7

8

9
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 Professional Data Processing Centre

 Closed system (full registration only upon authentication) - no risk of fake registrants

 Browser-based system - ease of access, availability

 Technology: Java Enterprise, high security external data centre - common and secure technology solutions

 Secure communication and interaction process

 Integrated mailing and “WhatsApp-style” modules

 Content management system (based on WordPress) - full individual design possible, with sensitive content shielded from
HTML

 SSL encryption: standard secure connection

State-of-the-Art Security Standards and Privacy Protection

Technical Features

7
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Three user groups / First steps with FINPOINT

Company

RegistrationAdvisor

Lender

Registration Company & Project
Data Entry

Project
moderation by

FINPOINT

Clients‘ Project Data
Entry

Project
moderation by

FINPOINT

Project listed
anonymously in

project panel

Project listed
anonymously in project

panel

Registration &
Validation

Access to         project
panel

Set individual filter
criteria

Review loan
requests

Ready for
Match

How it Works - Overview
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Company Lender

Negotiations

Transaction

“Dating” – Reviewing – Matching - Success

Releases summary financing request/project anonymously in a project panel

Accepts the Lender and shows detailed data of company & project

Indicates interest in combination with signing of an NDA

How it Works -
Matchmaking

9
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Advisors,
Brokers,

Expert help
Company

Unique Platform Feature: “On behalf of” and Professional Support

Advisors can act as brokers and are allowed to create as many client‘s projects as they want with one single entry

Acts on behalf of a client / SME (e.g. tax advisors)
Shows client‘s financial request / project anonymously in a project panel

Option to invite client to FINPOINT via system-generated e-mail
(client just needs to create his password)

Option to invite professional/accountant to FINPOINT via system-generated         email for
professional support. Advisor then acts on behalf and has the right to enter or alter the client‘s project

data.
Likewise, brokers acting on behalf of their corporate clients can enter data, create financing requests

and invite their clients for release.

How it works – Advisors

1) Companies may enlist professional support (e.g. tax advisors)
2) Advisors may enter “on behalf” projects and invite their clients

10
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USP: FINPOINT acts as a “One Stop Shop” to combine all types of SME´s
financing requests with all types of financing options

Company

Advisor

Lender

 Ease of access & ease of use
 “One-Stop-Shop” in reaching a wide range of banks with a single tool
 No cold calling to potential Lenders and finance providers
 Single storage and access point for financial data & documents; option to involve tax

advisors/auditors
 Significant time savings and efficiency avoiding multiple calls, presentations and lender approaches
 Guided approach with a clear corporate profile and transparent, well-presented financial data
 No restriction for registration of companies in terms of size, turnover, borrowing amount or similar
 Possibility to delegate much of the process to existing professional support (auditors, accountants)

 Access to SME’s: free and highly efficient client access
 Quick & efficient screening through individual loan eligibility criteria
 Time-saving tool for client acquisition
 All relevant data and documents in a single point of contact
 Professional and guided process enables efficient client assessment

User Benefits

 Extended provision of professional support services
 Support in addressing and solving clients‘ financing needs
 Client satisfaction through data structuring and support service

11
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 Lenders:
- Banks & Savings Institutions
- Institutional lenders
- Credit Funds
- Leasing and Factoring Companies (specialist finance)
- Public Funding Institutions
- Investors (venture capital, private equity and mezzanine capital providers)

 Companies:
- Small & Medium-sized Enterprises

 Advisors:

- Accountants/auditors (to assist companies in the application process and submission of relevant documents)
- Brokers
- Management consultants
- Tax advisors

User Targeting

FINPOINT is not a broker, but is an efficient tool to match supply and demand on a
secure & reputable on-line platform catering to the need of:

17
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FINPOINT in 2015

F I N P O I N T
P A L E S T I N E

The Middle East Investment Initiative (MEII) – a non-profit organization based in the US – strives
to provide financial and technical help to stimulate sustainable economic activity in the Middle
East and North Africa.

To achieve progress in Palestine, MEII commissioned the development of a FINPOINT platform
in Arabic language in 2014, which will has gone live in Palestine in April 2015.

Further expansion across the Arabic-speaking world is currently planned together with MEII and
other partners.

F I N P O I N T
E U R O P E

In addition to Germany, the UK and Austria, FINPOINT is currently working on expanding
throughout Europe. The platform has so far additionally been translated into French, Spanish and
Italian and we are currently holding talks with members of the EU Commission who have
indicated interest in supporting our platform.

F I N P O I N T
S I N G A P O R E

Talks with a potential client are currently underway to introduce FINPOINT also in Singapore and
other countries across Asia.

18
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BECOME A PART OF THE EXCITING INNOVATIVE CONCEPT THAT IS
FINPOINT

AND HELP YOUR COUNTRY‘S ECONOMY BY MAKING FINANCING EASIER.

Thank you for your attention.

B a h n h o f s t r a ß e 1 0
8 6 1 5 0  A u g s b u r g

G e r m a n y

+ 4 9 ( 0 ) 8 2 1  4 4 4  0 4 8 0
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1 0 1 0  W i e n
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Mister Chair, Honourable members of Parliament, Ladies and gentlemen,I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to contribute to this debateabout EU funding for startups. My name is Pieter Guldemond, managing director ofYES!Delft, one of Europe’s largest tech incubators, located in the Netherlands.
*slide*You might have heard some great stories about the Netherlands as a startup countryover the last months. These were boosted by the appointment of former EUcommissioner Neelie Kroes, special envoy for startups. Her task is to stress theimportance of startups, as they have great impact on innovation and economic growth.The Dutch ecosystem is rapidly developing at this moment; here you can see anoverview of the current landscape.
*slide*YES!Delft is one of the earliest startup initiatives in the Netherlands, we started 10 yearsago. We are a not for profit incubator, closely linked to Delft University of Technology.YES!Delft focuses on innovative, technological companies with a scalable businessmodel. Most of them have a hardware focus. Our startups work on complex technologiesthat offer promising solutions to the world’s challenges. Our mission is to buildtomorrow’s leading firms.
*slide*We’ve accelerated over 150 companies, creating 1047 fulltime jobs. YES!Delft companiesare active in over 80 countries. Their products range from:
*slide*…solar simulators to …
*slide*…medical devices to…
*slide*…robot grasping solutions. ..
*slide*Several members of the European Parliament, as well as EU commissioner Mr. Katainen,have visited YES!Delft. They were impressed with our direct contribution to economicdevelopment. This impact would not have been possible without support from theEuropean Union. We’ve managed to successfully employ a range of European funds.Such as:
*slide*The European Fund for Regional Development, which supported the construction of ourincubator buildings, including lab facilities;
*slide*



We are running programs together with the Knowledge and Innovation Communities(KIC), Climate KIC for example. And we are working on an Interreg application, togetherwith other top of the bill incubators in Europe.So startups benefit from EU funding at least in an indirect way. The reality however, isthat most of the EU support goes to organisations that have both the power and time toapply for it. EU funds have complex application procedures and accountability checks.Most early stage tech startups will therefore never apply, as it takes simply too much oftheir valuable time. Wouldn’t it be great if startups could benefit in a more direct wayfrom European funding?
*slide*Let’s focus on the needs of an early stage tech startup. When startup entrepreneursenter incubators like YES!Delft, their list of things to do seems endless. Protectintellectual property, build a prototype, find a launching customer, develop the perfectbusiness model, build a team and so on. Eating and sleeping are not really on the list ofpriorities in the first months. Time is always running faster than cash flow. In limitedtime they have to perform so many, complex tasks. Current EU funds are therefore noserious option for these startups.So what could the European Union do to improve the accessibility of funding for thesestartups? – without investing in projects that will never make it to the market?
*slide*Here’s the good news: YES!Delft already did most of the work for you! In 10 years’ timewe became experts in tech entrepreneurship. We know how to support tech startups..We’ve tracked and traced the best startups. Spoke to hundreds of potentialentrepreneurs. And tested business ideas on their ability to become tomorrow’s leadingfirm. Out of dozens of applications, only 20 startups a year are selected to join YES!Delft.I am convinced that together with us, the EU can help accelerate startups and bringpromising solutions to the world’s challenges to the market faster than we do now.
*slide*So here is my plan. I would like to propose a simple pilot project with, let’s say, 10European incubators with a proven track record on supporting high tech startups. Wegive a grant of 100.000 euros to startups that are selected for these incubators. With thisgrant, they can fully focus on bringing their complex technology to the market as quicklyas possible. The selected incubators can help them to work on technology, market andteam, in order to make the startups investor ready as soon as possible. Becauseeventually, these startups need an external investment anyway.Of course we can debate the details of the conditions, but let’s try to keep it simple now.Europe is always about big numbers:- the COSME program (1.3 billion),- 82 billion to support Greece the coming years- the Juncker fund: 315 billion.



For the pilot project we would only need around 20 million euros a year to support 200startups of 10 leading incubators. It can be a unique and very efficient way to make useof the expertise and network of existing incubators, and to increase the likelihood ofbringing complex technologies successfully to the market.Mister Chair, Honourable members of Parliament, Ladies and gentlemen,EU grants shouldn’t be a revenue model for accountants. EU grants should help peoplewho are able to bring new technology to the market as fast as possible. We know whothese people are and where to find them. So let’s work together, and set up a pilotproject for the first early stage, startup proof European grant.Thank you.
Possible questions- Survival rate YES!Delft companies

o 88%- Het is toch nu ook al een success, waarom is dit dan nog nodig?
o To accelerate them faster. We see startups struggling, especially in thevery beginning. Every minute the startup can’t work on the technology,market or team is a waste of time
o (Right now some entrepreneurs don’t dare to take the step to start theirtech business, as it is highly insecure)- Staatssteun?
o The KICs aren’t, the fast track to innovation isn’t, so this pilot shouldn’teither- Why not make use of the fast track to innovation?
o Do you know the demands? You must form a consortium with three to fivelega entities in at least three different EU member states…
o Business driven demand = no problem
o 100 million a year
o 6 months, 1 to 2 million
o So: amounts are too high, time-to-grant is too long, demands are toocomplex
o My proposal: Superfast track to Innovation Pilot- Selectie deelnemende incubators
o Uppsala Innovation Centre, Sweden
o INiTS, Austria
o I3P, Italy

Background information- Horizon 2020 (80 mrd)
o Fast track to innovation, 100 mln subsidie: checken!
o SME instrument
o KICs- ERDF InterReg (1 mrd?)- COSME (1,3 mrd leningen)- EFSI (315 mrd leningen)
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Benefits of Venture Capital  

Venture Capital in Europe and in the US 
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Venture capital contributes to the Europe 2020 goals 

 

Venture-capital backed companies are:  

  

• Innovative:  e.g. companies are 9x more likely to create patents 

• Productive: e.g. average productivity per employee up by 6.9% 

• Competitive: e.g. 1000’s new businesses in Europe each year 
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Funding SMEs while bringing returns to investors and citizens 



Venture capital: investing in SMEs… 

44.1%

31.6%

9.1%

2.5%

4.5%

3.6%
3.7%0.9%
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0,8% 
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0,1% 

0,0% 

SMEs 

Full-time equivalent 

 staff by interval 

2007-2014 total investment by venture capital in SMEs:  € 31 billion into 25.000 companies. 

  

Investment by number of employees - % of number of companies (Source: EVCA-PEREP)  



…in different sectors of the European economy 
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Venture capital: many European success stories… 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Growth, €bn 



…but what about the US ?   

https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook
http://allthingsd.com/20130822/uber-filing-in-delaware-shows-tpg-investment-at-3-5-billion-valuation-google-ventures-also-in/
http://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://nl.pcmweb.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/articles/whatsapp-logo-tilt-e1354534335711.jpeg&imgrefurl=http://www.pcmweb.nl/nieuws/opgepast-voor-whatsapp-trojan.html&h=399&w=639&tbnid=Q9tHIU2hIDRobM:&zoom=1&docid=7_0vDb_w-36FfM&ei=BUuWVaHyM4TyUoSUg7gG&tbm=isch&ved=0CB8QMygCMAI
http://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=https://yt3.ggpht.com/-sp0YiR_yyR0/AAAAAAAAAAI/AAAAAAAAAAA/kXU4u1ny2T4/s900-c-k-no/photo.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.youtube.com/user/GoProCamera&h=900&w=900&tbnid=kuLjR1N1KCYL9M:&zoom=1&docid=SmsxawRvLK1SwM&ei=uk2WVd-WGYL6UqLSi3g&tbm=isch&ved=0CDMQMygDMAM
http://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=https://yt3.ggpht.com/-sp0YiR_yyR0/AAAAAAAAAAI/AAAAAAAAAAA/kXU4u1ny2T4/s900-c-k-no/photo.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.youtube.com/user/GoProCamera&h=900&w=900&tbnid=kuLjR1N1KCYL9M:&zoom=1&docid=SmsxawRvLK1SwM&ei=uk2WVd-WGYL6UqLSi3g&tbm=isch&ved=0CDMQMygDMAM


Failing to match: a missed opportunity 
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Identifying the problem  

How can European venture capital do better? 
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The issue: size of European venture capital 

Venture capital investments in percentage of GDP (in $,2012) – Source: OECD 
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The issue: size of European venture capital  

Average fund size in the EU and the US for Venture Capital (Source: EVCA-PEREP, NVCA) 



The issue: size of European venture capital 
VC Funds: 2009-2014 
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In six years - only 49 

funds (20%) have raised 

more than 100m,  

the critical size for 

institutional 

investment 
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Share of non-European investors in European funds 

Source: EVCA / PEREP_Analytics; * preliminary 
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And unsurprisingly,  

non-EU investors therefore find it hard to 

invest in European Venture Capital 
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Over-reliance on Government Funding 
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Meanwhile US VCs are supporting our best companies 

 Geographic Investment flows VC in European companies 

Source: EVCA / PEREP_Analytics; * preliminary 
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How can the EU budget provide support 

The Fund-of-Funds proposal 
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The Fund-of-Funds proposal 

Allocate 250m per annum to a private sector managed Fund-of-Funds programme which attracts private 
capital back to VC; particularly from non-EU sources 
 

Key features: 

• Develop private sector-managed pan-European fund-of-funds with a high commitment to venture capital 

• Use EU Budget to provide cornerstone investment in funds-of-funds 

• EU money (at a minimum) matched by private money: private sector manager mandated and 
incentivised to attract private capital 

• Acts as an intermediary - bridging the gap between large institutional investors and smaller venture 
capital funds  

• Provides access to larger pools of international capital 

• Enables more SMEs to be financed, for longer periods of time  

• Can be funded under Horizon 2020 or under EFSI 
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The Fund-of-Funds proposal 
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